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Williams impresses faculty
with optimistic goals
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Excited and optimistic, Dr.
Ron Williams, the third president to serve at Northeastern
'Illinois University, appeared
October 4 before a filled
auditorium to express and
discuss with members of the
faculty and staff the challenges confronting the university and share his thoughts
and goals for the future.
The report was the first
message· delivered by the' new
president to his faculty since
he took offic~ oii October 1.
Confident, Williams emphasized that to achieve a new
beginning for the university a
clarity of purpose, recognition
of mutual responsibilities, and
achieving a rapport of understanding and trust would be
the first steps.
He stressed the imporuqice
of being sensitive and responsive to the urban community
to which UNI appeals and that
the evaluation of present
programs and the search for
new ways to serve students
should be the university's
mission.
"The mission statement
blends together two important
notions-quality and service,"
he said. "Through the university's commitment to creative
programs of quality, it will
achieve distinction and excellence. At the same time,
Northeastern Illinois University will move to the forefront of
higher education by taking the
lead in defining, structuring,
and giving direction to the
increasingly important community service of an urban
university."
Weighing strengths and
weaknesses, he encourages
diversity, creativity, and quality in programming.

worse, is its faculty and even
the strongest, most gifted
administration (interjecting
that if such an entity could
ever exist) could not fill the
void made by an inactive and
unconcerned faculty." Responsibilities are to be met by a
colaborative effort of both
administra tors and faculty,
and if t he functions of both
overlap , Williams fee ls the
problem should be confronted
equally by both faculty and
administration to find appropriate answers.
Although Williams has
stated that his is in full
support of the student govern•
ment structure · and student
participation on university
decision making committees,
there was no mention o,f
student participation on faculty /adpiinistrative - bargaining
co'mmittees. '
Trust, he said, is that "vital
intangible that permeated all
groups and . . . determines
how well they function. It
probably would be a simple
matter if the distrust which
has dictated so much of the
activity at Northeastern was
just between faculty and
administration. ''
Citing the current controversial faculty constitution, Wil-.
Iiams hopes that the distrust
written between the lines of
the proposed document cari be
forgotten _and left in the past.
"No document, regardless of
.how convolved and ingeniously
drawn, can make persons with
less that honorable intentions
behave honorably, " Williams
stated. He continued to say
that "a document forged on
the premise that it must
frustrate evil intentions succeeds only in frustrating all
in tensions."
The president hopes to see
an effort to create an atmosphere of trust which he is
~onfident will reduce apathy
and distrust among faculty
and staff and encourage unanimity.

President Williams addresses large faculty crowd from auditorium stage. [Photo by Carol Jean
Zalatoris]

Students search for
own CB rep

SHARED GOVERNANCE
Williams believes that any
discussion about shared governance of the university must
be preceded by an attempt to
'
define the roles and responsibiby Robert J. Kosinski
gaining negoti~tions carried on
that Northeastern is far behind
lities of the administration and
The Student Government is
between the poard of Govother Board schools in select. the faculty and the establish- FACULTY EVALUATION
searching for any student
ernors and th~ faculty repreing a student representative
ment of guidelines:
Evaluating the performance interested in running in an
sentatives. The represent4tives
for the negotiations. Payette is ·
Committed to -a shar,ed _,of fa~ulty is an, important part at-large election for the posiwill not have a vote and are
ineligible for the position
. ·gov~rnance process, t!te presi- 9C shared ' governance. Deci- tion oL Student Collective
prohibited froµi interfering in
because of his status as the
dent acknowledges the righ"t of . sio'n ~ c]nc,erning reappoint- Bargaining Representative.
the conducting of
relevant
BOG representative.
. the faculty to ·have .the ''. n1ent; pr~~otion, !ind ten'ure of .. ;,.Ncirtheast ern's elected re-. business, but they will have a
Any: .student interested . in
. responsibility for reriewi,ng, . faculty Jlre base-d on this . presentative will be one of fjve
voice in the activities and will
run~ng for the position should
: genera~ing, and making recom- . ~ ass~~~ment. _ ·\ _,·.· ·.
-· ·
-, : .sel!<;:te~·· ! r~m -. e_a,ch __ o(' .th~
receive .. all . the . necessary . · contact either Jim Payette. in
·' niendations regarding ~u-n iver- , ~ --.. {ri;, the ~st ,' :the 'pr<½ess·a)ld .': '!J~rd:' of;~G?~ernors . ~h90ls . infoim_a tion as to . i,ioposals . . the , Studen't . Government .·Of:
.'sity {Qnctions. ··_ .,.· ·:-•_,_
; criter ia "'li~e~ ··i'.n i~aluatfog ' _'w ~o ·will ·act in ' an "o~rveranddecision:S:whichoccur._ . ·- fice or Robert Kosinski in· the . ,°·He .believes that,;~ -a'cade- ! faculty has····-6e~n '• u•h cl~arly ,,:partki,pant" ·capacity :' with ·
Board o,f Gove~ors - r ~
-Print Office.
.. , _..:-·. . , .., .
·. mic CO~\llllty, for better or -.~-,.,.~-- :,.>>-;":, ·-·~-.,. (Cont'cl i)jf•pcge -aj- :- ~l;'d,:,Jp_, tb~.,,P.}llec_
ti:v.J bar-·':· sei;itativ.es Jim _ ~ay~t~ -~YS~,.-, .. ,7 ~ '~-' ., \ •. ~, ._,,,> -:;:.,';-";.,··: · .:-.-;.
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letters

l

Dear Library Faculty:
Hello. I am a student who
has taken books out of the
library. I was very surprised to
receive a notice from you
informing me that two books
that had been taken out with
my I.D. card had not been
returned . Armed with this
notice, and a friend who had
returned one of the books for
me, I spoke to the woman
behind the front desk. I told
her quietly but firmly, that I
had returned the books and
suggested that perhaps there
had been some kind of
ll;ll!!.~!'C~-.1 -:;~JHL!UDY~ > c~ajm,}1y,
f!!'I _S~M aJ.<;l,~'tlTq.~~-•~ w!iAh ~~YP
all say. " I stared at her in
disbelief. I could not believe
that she said that! She paused
for a second, and offered in an
offhand way to check the
shelves for me. I mumbled a
thank-you as I watched her
walk down the stairs.
As I stood by the desk, still
taking in her words, a girl
tapped me on the shoulder. I
had seen her xerox some
papers previously on the
machine behind slowly and
distinctly. "That· happened to
me once," she said, glancing at
the desk behind us, "I took
out a book and received a
!>.Qt i~ .~J~~u\. JE l~f~ ;, J .~ M,4

returned it. I went to the
librarian and asked her about
it just as you did. I couldn't
believe what she said either! "
She. indicated to a small space
between her fingers sayiqg,
"She made me feel this big!"
Then she told me that unless I
paid for the books, that
I wouldn ' t be allowed to
graduate."
"You 're kidding, " I. exclaimed, "All just for a book?"
You haven't heard anything
yet, she said, " So I paid for
the book, but then I wrote a
polite but demanding letter tct
th,~ J:},e,!!d .of ,the"'l!}>rµ ry., t elling,
hiffi , "{!lat :J1appe,!laj . .{ .• 1w~n il
made an appointment to see
him."
· "Good for you." I broke in.
"But I never got to see
him," she said angrily. You
see, they ground the book the
day before the appointment] "
This girl advised me to write
a letter, so here it is. I want to
say that I understand that a
library must handle a hundred
of these same incidents daily. I
understand because I am
sitting in the library as I write
this and I can hear other
people saying the same things
I did and getting the same
treatment. What I don't
Vl!,d ~~s,~~ndj ~,whr., I Jl~Y~.l:?·-!1-_~,

treated as if I were a thief. I
cannot answer for everyone,
but I resent being treated in
such a: way that I am made to
feel guilty when it is not true!
· Isn't the saying, innocent
before. proven guilty? .~hy
can't· I be treated that way? .
· Name withheld upon request

To all in attendance at
· Superparty '76 and the Northeastern Illinois students, faculty, and friends :
Speaking on behalf of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, I would like .to
extend our thanks and gratitude to all of those in
attendance at Superparty '76.
It was your turnout which
made this function the success
that it was.
I am of the opinion that the
vast majority of you had an
excellent time; however, I am
also of ~he opinion _that a few
of.: Y.0,! t •9!c!,.n~, ,._Perhap~ .. this
dgficj~!J.<;Y,~Y.,~1> ~'"15l...i.xl.:,P,~r;t , t,o ;
the T.K.E. :s· of North~stem ·
neglecting to "police" the area
efficently. Perhaps this deficiency was brought about by a
neglegent security force. Perhaps this deficiency can be

blamed on the beer, or better
yet, the pretzels.
To he more realistic, it is the
opinion of myself and my
fellow constituents that the
main disturbance which did
occur was brought about by a
mere. handful of ignorant, .loud
mouthed, young men w.ho have
the audacity to call .themselves
T.K.E 's.
.
The T.K.E.'s of whom I ·
speak come -from De Paul
University . The . six or so
members of the De Paul
chapter were, to say the least,
intoxicated; their actions and
vulgarity; however, cannot be
condoned. Thanks to the
security force, no major altercations developed.
The success of a fraternity , ·
like anything else, is due to
what is put into it. Getting
new members, organizing fund
raisers, and getting involved in
community service activities
are just a few things which
separate the successful cliapter.s -foom the upsucces~fql.·
on es . Li)oking;•a t-. ·a .,fello·w-;
chapter objectively, it has
become apparent to me as to
which category De Paul falls
and as to which distincition
our Northeastern cahpter mer-

Jakki's
.J ahber~oek

'·

PRINT, . the official campus newspaper serving
Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
noon for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be
typed. Late copy or material that does not conform in the
standards set forth under PRINT publication policy, at
their discretion, any letters to the editor, announcements;
articles, classifieds, photos, ads, or other submitted
material for publication.
PRINT editors have sole authority governing all material
submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT reserve
the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need not
accept all submitted material for publication. Good
journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR. Lett;e,.rs 1~ ho~d .not . ex~ ~t w~ (1 tyi!e~t~n '
nP.ll~f $,; 1
!/,1},~~ID:\~ ,.~~¥;18Will ) >eO
,Pu'Hti~j:ie<f.
n~es .
will be wit hhela 'upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any student,
faculty, administrator, department, or organization
affiliated with the university. Announcements should not
exeed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds should be limited to. 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS submitted f9r publication become the property
of P-RINT. Photos will be returned upon request but will
not be held for more than one week. Photos should include a
informative caption (6 lines max.) typed on a separate sheet
and attached.
·
PAID ADS will be published according to the agreement
between the Business Manager and client. No ads will be
taken over the telephone.
:
THE PRINT OFFICE is located in E049, '.j ust outside
the Cafeteria on the lower le~el · of the Student Union
Building. The office· .is · normally ' ope n froni 9:00 a.ni. to
6:cicf
Mond,~f throug h Frid~y; •. · .
·..
THE OFFICE TEL'E.PHONE :rtumoer' is :583-4050:,
extension 5os:_or 509. After 9:oo p.rn:, tl.ie direct '"night
line~• is 583-4065. ·
·
, . ' ' · · -..

I\9.

i:m.

:lJ;

-~?~

its.
With only two weeks of
planning, Superparty '76 took
an all out effort by each and
every one of the T.K.E ' s .
Working day and night, side
by side, against almost insurmountable odds, a goal was
achieved. In achieving this
goal , it was realized that
anything could be accomplished if we wanted it bad enough.
We wanted it and we got it.
Teke is definitely unique.
Timothy M. Kirby
Social Chairman
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Lambda-Pi Chapter

Dear Concerned Non-Smoker
Student:
I read your letter in last
week's Print and want to reach
b_u t alas, no name . .Won't you
please drop in Health Service
where those petitions to stop
smoking in classrooms are
retained, and where you can
join the movement to free
classrooms of smoke?
in'. fact any student who
reads this letter who wish to
join the effort are invited to
visit in Health Service.
Marion Etten
Director Health Service

leave your job at 4:30, it is
difficult to have time to eat
before going to class.
My strange hours force me
to be a salesgirl where I get
slave . wages .. I do get a 20%
discount, but in my opinion,
that's just a -racket. They give
you your money and expect
you to buy things with your
discount, giving t he money
right back to them. Usually
you buy things you really
don't need just because you
have the discount.
But I had no choice. So I sat
myself do wn a nd ~layed
around with t h e d ifferen t
schedules, trying to take the
classes Iwant and leave
enough room to get a job.
Does anyone know of a place
where they need someone from
10 to 2, and from 3-4:30 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays only?

toughesF•··time planning my
by Jakki Freedman
schedule and leaving enough
Now is the time when all
good st udents must access . block time to become one of
the working class. This semestheir total existence and
ter I have classes at 10:00 and
project an analysis of their
then at 5:00. Who's going to
future endeavors. In short, it's
hire me from 11-4? ·
scheduling time again.
After three months, I refuse
When I first decided to come
to Northeastern, I thu!fibed to go back to being a waitress.
through the course catalog and All you ever get is a pinched
was impressed by the variety ass and lousy tips. Fast food
of courses. Where did all they . franchises are for high school
all go? All the courses I kids. I can't work at a place
wanted to take this trimester, where the assistant manager is
still aren't offered next trimes- 16 years old.
·With night classes at nine to
ter. There just isn't enough
different courses to take. There five job is out. And with some
are some departments that of the night classes starting at
.offer so little_ ~l10ice .. froµi 5:00.. or ~:30,, al).d_ y ou if, .y~>U
F~A~l,lo>&~r'.:::,t~ ,, ~~im~sJ~~•- ~_Of
f!O,Urse,:, tb:_er,e are otp~rg . !liat
have classes that I'm very
excited about attending.
Why does it happen that all
the great courses are offered at
the same time? I figured I
wouldn't have much trouble. I
had only one required course
to take and two other courses
that I definitely wanted to
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northea,stern Illinois
' take. Naturally t hey are all
University. Pu_blished weekly. this paper is paid for :,y student
offered a t t he same 't ime ,
fees and largely the work of Nort heastern students. Materials
Thursday night.
published herein is not to be confused with views expressed by
- t he University administration. PRINT is located in E-049.
My problems go deeper than
that . I must arrange my
schedule so I can get a job. 1
Editoi:-in-Chief ... .. . : . .. . .. . ... .. . .. .. . ... . Robert J. K6sinski
Managing Editor . . . . .... . . ... . .. . . . ... . . . RQbert L. Trahan,'Jr . .
don't want a job. If I had a
•Associate Editor .. . . ... , . .. . ... ... . ... . .. . ... .. . . Ann F. Holda
choice I ·would b ecome a
Photo Edit()r . .- . . ....·.., .·. . . .. . . .. , . . . . -,~. : . ; . . . . . , Dolora Jung
·professional ..student. F inan Sports Editor .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . _.•:• .. • , .. .' . . .. . ._. Gary Staniec
,c_ially, .~h. i!3 .goa~ ,is inip__o_s s,ib.
__Je.. ,, ·
, ,.Bu,\~~~ Manager.,.• . . , .·. . . . .. . .,, ,• . : . , . ... , Carol Jean Zalatoris
,
,
:··staff: Al Albert, Wilbert Allen, Ciiidy Lou Berger, Larry Brittan,
i ;-Like so I.ll.~nY1c<;> th~t !!,~Udf pt_
s
·~qjakki Freedman,:Ray Gaplnski;;Sy .Tanko, Janet Junio, Bobby
' I '· J all,_t d ntp: ;th_a t ,, ,dre,a µ ~d
'·'· .:Kramer, Sue ' Lantb, LDavid Maher,; ;Carol Ochocki, Roberta
.~1!,~g-9~; _i;<w , rj_c~ -~ .g,et~:~iq ,
. ; :: Patt;:Mary Petersen, Benilde f-oiv.er:ipi,, G~rol Podraza, Fanni
and· ~ . p~ r• .~ , ~f(o1:,d :~.C~~oJ.
i ,' "...,,Soi111a, ,l:..4. ~ygi:el, ;,foltn Step~J.) !qbfo Trilling, Ellen Louise
A · h · th nl alt,,..... t ·
,· \Yesofowski,N'aqcy.Wil11on ;
, ~ , ,· ,· .
·. ·
, J.Q-:1d-Al! ', e.kno- Y; -~-·
h-•~a ·lVJh.·,·
. · ~tiotograp~~ ~CyntNa Jl~ger,ty, Paul J : M~nda, Pauline P,hj.lipps.
I · on t . ow ow ot er
'· Diane Poulos,'Kaylene 'Thompson .
.. _ .
. ·
, ·'
. people d<> it, but I have the , ~raDhics: Tom' Hamill, Gemey Moyer; Mark, Schultz, Jack Welt:A · . :
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commentary

Book report
by Robert J. Kosinski · ·
For all of you overly patient ,
students who looked at the
front page of last week's Print
and exclaimed, " Golly gee! I
can hardly wait til the new
Book Nook opens," I'm afraid
I'm going to have to throw a
few prunes into your strawberry ice cream.
The new Book Nook is
scheduled to open on December 1 and one can already see
the anticipatory sparkle in
many a student's eyes as they
pass by what used to be the
North and South Dining Halls.
.The look in the eyes of Book
Nook manager Vern Hendricks
indicates dread - rather than
anticipation at the new store's
opening.
You veteran students may
remember the days when you
were told that when the new
_ Book Nook was opened, students would no longer have to
leave campus and go into
Bryn-Mawville to buy books
- they needed for -class. Well,
Hendricks sent requests to the
departments for book lists for
the Winter Trimester and was
flatly turned down, and from
the way it looks now, he will
· not be able to order the
necessary books for those
sparkle-eyed students.
Now, you can probably
imagine how the young bookstore manager fel t to see his
. dream of an invaluable service
to the students digress into a
massive warehouse of fuzzy

William.s

animals; monogramed drinking
mugs and· hanging plant
holders. Vern really feels bad
about the future of the new
Book Nook, but he didn't have
to· pay for it. The students did.
Of course, the departments'
actions are not without reason.
Beck's Bookstore gives them
substantial discounts on what
they buy, and in return, the
departments give Beck's those
A new senate faces old issues at Monday's meeting. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris].
precious book lists. Don ' t
think that this sounds a lot
like what used to be called
" kickbacks" 'cause that's an
ugly word . Euphemistically
speaking, the departments
have chosen to boycott the
Book Nook because of unsatisfactory compensation.
by Robert J. Kosinski
currently been existing with
dent representatives to the
Students could choose to
A further delay occurred in only-· one .justice. The •Senate'• finan c~al-'aid''cdmmittee':'•Many'
boycott Beck's n_jlxt trimester,., the aj>pbintment of-justices··io: has ..·been una ble " to ·" fillv tH~ ,.j
SE!nl.it ~·r s·' weie:Tap p alfecl' J;'on'·
but they wouldn't ·and even, if .
fill vacant positions ~n the , remaining four positions behearing that only students
they did, the faculty would
Supreme Court by members of cause of the absence of the
receiving financial aid would
devise some way to make them
the Northeastern Student Sen- necessary two-thirds of the
be permitted to vote for the
suffer for it.
ate. Having finally attained assembly to vote on the
three students who were
Yes, the faculty got their
the necessary amount of appointments.
intended to give an added
collective bargaining and their
persons to vote on President
•·- voice to students in matters
The Image Film Workshop
Union and the students
McDonald's nominations, the
related to financial aid, and
was referred to the Charter
haven't won one yet. We must
Senate, with the emergence of
refused to support any such
l;>e doing something wrong.
Review Board for an investigane,w participants, tabled the
election. The senate voted to
tion to decide · whether their
MEMO: To the Department ·
action because most of the
inform President Ron Williams
constitution has been set up in
Chairpersqns.
senators were unfamiliar with
of their displeasure and rea legal manner before further
I have often heard many of
the nominees. The nominees
quest an at-large election
senate discussion results on
you complain about how_ you
were Dan Bloom, who had
1nvolving all the students.
whether the club will be
are ·
constantly
being
appeared before the sen,ate
About thirty per cent of the
permitted to continue with
"screwed" by the BOG or the
Northeastern student body is
several months ago, Howard
their activities.
administration, etc. Your reSmyles and Dennis Shaw.
not on financial aid.
cent actions greatly affect all
The next Student Senate
The most heated discussion
of the students at this school,
The Student Supreme Court,
of the evening surrounded the
meeting will be Monday,
so believe me. There ~e no
which experienced a period of
formatio n of the :•election
November 21 at 7 p .m. hr-the
virgins at Northeastern.
great act ivity last ¥ear, has
committee
for
the
three
stunew Student Union.
.
Respectfully,
. . .... :-'...... - . .., .J,:•.-_. .. ........... _,.,__,.. ..._... __ .. ... - - -- -- ... --Kosinski

Delays continue in
Senate on Justices, other issues

(cont'd from page 1)

stated. President Williams, in
an effort to correct this matter,
has met with the University
Appointment, Promotion, Tenure and Saiary Committee to
discuss a change to develope
more appropriate gmuelines.

ed in the building of new ed in the tenure process,
facilitie s and remodeling of faculty are asked to report the
existing structures.
extent of their research work
The president req·u ested or if they have published their
Ann Smith, acting-vice presi- efforts.
dent of academic affairs, t o
Margaret Schmid, president,
appoint a committee t o decide AFT Faculty Federation-BOG,
on the goals for UNI's future · emphasized that the term
SE LF STUDY
and clearly think out the " r~search" as defined by the
By evaluating eYisting acameans to achieve them.
evaluations boa,_rd, must be
demic program, faculty can
Williams referred to the redefined and clarified to
determine strengths and weakNorth Central Accrediation include both traditional and
nesses, recommend additional
repor t and said that in OI'.der to innovative research projects.
support in specific areas in
strengthen weaknes ses , the ' 'Facufty 'Senate 'Chairperson
growing demand, and phase
university must have a means Angelina Pedro so e'xpresse·d
out old programs.
to monitor- and evaluate pro- • the Senates concern about the
Summerizing, the president
grams, establish respect and lack of funds generated by the
stressed that "self study must
trust among one another, and university for its faculty
be a continuous process. The
most important, set a visible specifically for research and
faculty must look critically at
direction for the future. To necessity for release time to
its programs and make recomallow for an expansion in allow faculty to do research.
mendations b_a sed upon that
programming and to maintain
Williams replied that "we
examination. The periodic rea growing university, the have to get ourselves togethview insures that programs are · university must. project a
er.'' A move towards an
monitored so that high acadepositive image reflecting defi- increse in generating private
mic standards are ·maintained . " nate goals. In doing this, the
and federal funds would enable
president said the process of the university to provide for
FUTURE PLANNING
generating foundation funds the needs of the faculty and
As -president, Williams has
becomes more or a reality.
students. He would like to see
been carefully examining the
After Williams finished his Northeastern sponsor a univeruniversity, academic proclosing remarks, he remained sity orientation week allowing
grams, student requests, and
to answer questions.
the community and foundathe growing demands of the •
tions to visit the campus and
urban community in which
The faculty · seemed most
observe· the expansion, growth
UNI is located. The n~~ of ,, '_s):i'~cer.~.~9 ,~it~.'the_ p'r esent ~a'nd'' future prospects ;t5f: •-the
the university and the .p~ple,r -criteri!l- •.:us~4- tq,, ·_ev;aluate .sclioof.'' In · addition, he' 'would
it serves must be recognized;. ,. ·teachers "for ·tenure~· North
·orgaiuze"a National Advisory ·
identified and a clearly suggest ~, Central Ac~tion · heavil&
·Committee 'to assist-in 'collect' ineans must be develoP,ed to c~iti!!i-zed ··fafa'i}ty ·' in thei,r
lng national- and federal a'.ssist~met those needs he sa1d.' ' . ·. ; ' report.for 'a Jack of dire"ition ifi
ance for the university's
,· Detailed planning must _a lso : "the a ~~as of resear~h and
development.
include academic plans "reflect: : program-development. Includ-

~

Students protest
unjust hours
in student teaching
by Ann F. Holda
In comparing t he Student
There is a petition currently
Teacher wi t h other departbeing circulated throughout
ment's internships. A speech
UNI. The petition states that
major can receive 9 hours of
the hours currently being _ credit for 20 hours of indepengiven for Student Teaching are
dent field study work, or 12
totally unjust for the following
hours for 40 hours of field
reasons : Since only 9 hours of
wo:rk. They are not required to
• credi t are given, and t he
at end seminars or prepare
::rn1iibis~S~ite'Scholfil.-iliip:) 'C:"' - '!J' ~1JMBn'"' 1ali's. ~ '. , .,_., l•
•'mittoo conside;s' a ·:l-iiMrm~h1 1 Hrw
~rfd~e;~J1 d&:1~ d l
12 ho.u rs full time, they will
c·o ntact Presid'~ nt 'w ii1i'am's·.
only contribute only $121.50
They arranged an .appointment
towards the payment of tuiwith him, and four hours later
tion.
his Secretary called and said
that a petition was not
The second reason is the
necessary and to send a memo
Basic Educational Opportunito Dean Scales, of the College
ty Grant only allows 3/ 4 of the
of Education who woula set up
allotted award for students
a committee to review the
enrolled 9 to 11 hours.
situation. The decided to send
Students Carol Pickering,
the memo and also continue
and Natalie Miller, both of
with the petition. They felt
whom are education majors,
that if they stopped the
and work in the Financial Aid
petition, they committee might
Office initiated the petition
that these requests were only
because they felt that this was
the concern of two students, or
unfair, and saw the hardships
there was a possibility that the
placed upon financial aid
matter might just be forgot·_ recipients. Also, the students
ten.
;at UNI teach 40 hours a week
If_ you are interested - in
;for ·a
~e~k· trimeste; , ~irculating a petition please
~recei,Ying only_ 9 hours' .of . :contact Natalie Miller, or Carol
•credit. This is a ·longer time
Pickering · at extension 34L
period in comparing other
You may sign the petition by
universities' student teaching
contacting Ann in the Print
requirements.
office.

t)

·1.s
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\ announceme~t•'
WITH CHISEL IN HAND,
Joshua Hoffman, a local artist,

If you are interested in JOinmg the Soccer Club there is a
meeting Thursday November 17th at 1:00 in the Gym, near the
weight training area. If you want to join the club but· can't make
the meeting please call Javier Rojas 728-1527 between the hours
of 5-10 P.M.

visited

Sir Sat Nam Singh, cast member of the Broadway show "Wiz"
(Now playing at the Shubert Theatre), and former member of
Donny McKayle inner city repitory dance company, will be
appearing at UNI. He will be conducting master classes in
Modern Dance in room A-113, at 1:00 p.m. on the following
dates ; November 16, 18, 23 and 30. Admission charge will be 50
cents for UNI students and faculty , and $1.00 for members of the
community. Everyone is welcome to participate as well as
observe.
THE OFFICE OF WOMEN SERVICES ACCEPTS
CWTHING AND TOY DONATIONS every Friday in B-114.

Clothing and toys must be in good condition: The first
distribution will be held at the end of November. For more info.
contact Ms. Caron ext. 375.
A SPANISH POETRY BE.Ql~,.will be held in Room 2-056
*
•
on Tuesday, Novembef"1 2 at 1:00 .p.m." :You will hear students
recite not only poetry of the great masters, but also some of their
original poems.
V

-

"SIT DOWN," a play by BREAD AND ROSES THEATRE
will be performed Tuesday, Nov. 23 at 8:00 in Alumni Hall. "Sit
Down" is an original play with music based on the sitdown strike
in Flint Michigan in the 1930's. Sponsored by Feminist Club,
Peace Council, and' the Union for Puerto Rican
Students.
.
'
THE OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE and Hobbit
Travel Agency invites the UNI student body and faculty to go
SKIING over the Thanksgiving weekend, (Nov. 25-28) to
Northern Michigan. You~ travel in a bus, stay at a family run
ski resort, ski 2 days at Indianhead and 1 day at Powderhorn.
The price of $98 includes 2 breakfasts and 2 dinners, lift
tickets, bus transportation and lodging. A deposit of $30 must be
made by Nov. 11 and the full payment by No_v. 18.
For further information, call Jon Udesky at 674-8961-0 or
lJiilf>.b it Trav..eUat.«.8'2t7414\ I ,tH' 1 "3 ..'. t q •: ·• rvi ' • .... •,.
...~
: : - ; • •·· ;.
::. •
:P~f~R:CM-~-~ •-Office {S3 B F),will be·
opert untfi 6: 00 p.m. Monciay thru Thursday to accommodate late
afternoon and evening students.

·;,~;:;f·!J<2~~p>~*

GAY STUDENTS! There will be a meeting to share our
mutual concerns as students on this campus on Tuesday,
November 16, at 1:00 in room 2-105. If you can't make it, but
are interested in meeting, call Nancy atX8207 and let her know
when you can atten~ meetings.
MANUSCRIPTS wanted for ARS POETICA, a magazine
publication of the Creative Writing Center, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr:
POETRY, SHORT STORIES, ONE-ACT PLAYS. Please drop
off at The Creative Writing Center or Apocalypse, Office. Please
include self-addressed, stamped envelope for return ofmanuscript. Submissions from Northeastern students and/or
alumni only.

84-342 Proseminar: AGING, DEA,TI{, DYING will be
of(ered Win
· es
3' crtft¼ours. The
refl!r.ence num
is -~
auon;.<:<>ntact Dr.
PJ"'?eSke, ex. 8
or 4 : h. .. , . •· r• ,,,,.
.••- -~ ~- ·~ •
THE EARTH SCIENCE CLUB'S FALL BRAWL will be
today Friday, November 12 at the Hidden Cove Lounge, 5338 N.
Lincoln. The fun starts at 2:00 P.M., so come on over after your
class, and raise a glass or two. Everyone is invited to join along
in the fun, you need not be an Earth Science Major.
CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER? On November 14, 1976 at

10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Western State University College of
Law of Fullerton, California will hold several two hour sessions
dealing with opportunities in the legal profession, the study of
· law in California, your own potential for law study and admission
requirements. The sessions will be held at the Continental Plaza
Hotel, Consulate Rooms 1-111, 909 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago.
OUT DOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE is cb-sponsoring
with Hobbit Travel Agency invites the UNI student body and
faculty to go SKIING over the Thanksgiv_ing ~eekend.' (Nov.
25028) to Northem)4 ic;:higan. You will }ravel ii). a bus, ski ~ days ,
at Indianhead i 1 d!!Y.,.a t Powe'r~orn., ·,
:
,f . . • , , ' :
The price o f $96· includes 2 b'reakfasts and . 2 dinners, lift .
tickets, bus transportation and lodging. A deposit of $30 must be
made by Nov. 11, and the full payment by Nov; 18. .
For further infomiation a~d the place to pay, cop:ie to our table
by the Village Square all week.

the

UNI

campus

, November 4 and presented a
slide show, displayed some of
his works, and explained the
different techniques of wood
carving to students. Throughout the day, students passing
through Village Square · stopped to listen and many added
their personal touches to the
group effort. The finished work
will be permanently exhibited
on the mezzanine. The event
was sponsored by CCAB
Classical Artist Series. Photo
by Carol Jean Zalatoris.

. !~(err~rs.ita~ to. provide valuable
educati'olllll exchange ·
The goals of INTERVERSITAS are to: promote the
exchange of information; facilitate contacts between and
among individuals; expose
members to a wide variety of.
ideas and new approaches to.
learning; evolve a world-wide
information bank on postsecondary educational experimenters and their projects;
and give experimenters the
sense of belonging to a
world-wide movement, officially recognized through INTERVERSITAS.
-~ .
Members who may ·be
students;' r~
cher s, ~and ,,,.administrators as well as teachers, will receive a bimonthly
newsletter, be listed in an,
annual director, take advantage of a world-wide job-referral service, have access to the
research data bank, and receive discount subscription

UNI President Ronald an·
nounced last week the formation of INTERVERSITAS, A.
World Association of Experimenters in Post-secondary
Education.
A program of the Union for
Experimenting Colleges and
Universities (UECU), of Yellow Springs, Ohio in collaboration with UNI, INTERVERSITAS will be housed on
, Northeastern's main campus.
INTERVERSITAS will enable -academic inno.v ators the
world over t o learn from one
another in a professional
"• context ' wnile-seai-e'l ii~g for
solutions to common problems.
INTERVERSITAS will · also
enable individuals for the first
time to affiliate themselves as
"Associate Members" with
UECU. ' up to now only
institutions could be' granted
UECU membership.

WOMEN'S SURVIVAL WORKSHOPS will begin on
Tuesday, Nov. 16 through December 7. The workshops will cover
Caree.r Assessment Exploration, Non-Traditional Academic
Programs, Financial Aid, and· Supportive Programs such as
Health Daycare, and Counseling. It will help UNI women to
defme their life goals and it will enable them to make better use
of~~e resoq):ces,.,.a ~
ple:oit·'the~Northeastern Campus. They will
be)p elp 11t:tfdo iii t'h~ Studen.t l;l'nion'·Building,' room 218.
.

r

.

, .

.:.

''CAREERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION OUTSIDE OF-THE
GLASSROOM" is the title of the lecture Dr. Qgude Meyers

,till present to SCEC on tlie Tuesday, Nov. 16, atlp.m. in room
3081. This is a great chance for special education majors to ask
questions about future employment.

President Williams is also
enthusiastic that this new
association will help to bring
international notice to his
innovative urban university.

Fridays on November 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19. Curtain at 7:30 in the
Little Theatre. This production by the Stage Players is free to
UNI students, tickets available at the door.

:, ·

if?

, ,.

•:A:•,

INTERVERSITAS is the
outcome of more than two
years of planning, including a
survey in which · over 2,000
professionals in 52 countries
were contacted.
The association will be
directed by Dr. Reynold
Feldman, Director of Program
Development at UNI and
formerly Intercultural Activities Officer at the East-West
Center in Honolulu. Ms. Jill
Bohlim will assist him as ·
program coordinator.
UECU President, Dr. King
Cheek, believes that INTERVERSITAS is a natural next
step for his consortium of 28
institutions which has long
pioneered in nontraditional
education in the United States
and is the . developer of the
much-imitated
University
Without Walls and the Union
Graduate School.

"BOXES" will be presented Wednesdays, Thursdays, and

TODAY, FRIDAY
N.OV. 12 IS THE
L·As.T DAY 1'0 •:~·:·.,,·=-,·
TAK-E - THE ~A,S Sl
FAIL OPTf().:N.•

rates to selected professional
journals. Regional, national,
and international visits, exchanges, and conferences will
also be encouraged.
While institutions may not
become .regular members, they
can subscribe to the INTER- '
VERSITAS newsletter and/or
the directory.
Because of its long-standing
commitment to educational
experimentation and its location near the world's busiest
airport, UNI looks forward to
vi sits from I N TERVERS I.T AS, "'!'Orldwide membership. ·

·C HARCOAL
-P 0RTRA.ITS
~,, · E,ro.m photo or life
·r

,,<- .

-=

Call Irma Nieves
.
278-3196 . '
after 5 p.m.
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-Officials cite contractor
for Union woes
by Sue Lamb
the shelves was October 25, so
neglected Alden Bennett jobs,
There have been a lot ·of they should be ready ·for use
and has been getting the
complaints from UNI students some time this mont4.
unfinished work done indepenabout t he fact that there is
But it turns out ; that the
dently using Commuter Center
nowhere to set books, purses, reason behind this shelf probfunds.
papers or coats down in the lem leads into a larger one.
To learn more about this
Commut~r Center washrooms. Alden Bennett, the general
problem and what is being
It's a relatively minor problem contractor hired by UNI to
done about it; Print interwhich becomes major when coordinate t he building of the
viewed Cliff Harralson, Direcyou discover your term paper Commuter Center, was respontor of the Commuter Center.
has fallen into a sink and jcould sible for the shelves being
Mr. Harralson said that it
use a couple of hours on a in s talled as well as for a
"appears to be Alden Benclothesline. Or when someone number of other unfinished
nett's fault" that these jobs
accidentally step s on your jobs. For instance, half of the
have been left undone; that (to
purse arid you hear a c~nch doors in the building have no
say the least) Alden Bennett
that tells you it's time to get a locks or are missing · hinges
has been "irresponsible" in the
new pair of glasses. Or when (Mr. Ostermeier pointed out a
handling of the work.
you walk around the halls all door leaning on an angle to
Mr. Harralson explained
day with footprints on : the illustrate his point). There are
that as the general contractor,
back of your jacket . Or then a great number of walls and
Alden Bennett's responsibility
the bookstore refuses to · buy doors which hav~ been . left
is to hire and coordinate prime
back that expensive book from unpainted. In Alumni Hall, the
subcontractors who each have
the class. you dropped becr use slidipg dQO tS ' whic~ ca;ma-. ,.-a--;,s ~epfic ~~§~ 'iij ~he, ··reJtion
of the permanent footprint on 'nau ge' t hi storage... d,rea 'na~en't J'
i h'e' building." '1\mong 'the
the cover.
j
beep put up, an_d neither l\as
subcontractors are the carpetIf anything like this i hasr \~the • giant movitble ceiling~to-. ing conipany, painters, roofers,
happened to you, you'll!· be · floor dividing doo r ·which ' · the tiling company, the elevaglad to hear that something is allows two groups to convene
tor installation company and
finally - being done __ about i the , in the Hall at the same _time.
the men who put up the doors.
situation . Print conferred with And there is the potential
The root of the entire problem
Carl Ostermeier, Assistan t danger in t he fact that the
seems to be that A lden
Director of the Commu te~ designated ·place· for a fire
Bennett has failed to pay the
Center, _who assured us , that extin guish er h a s b een left
subcontractors for their work,
bathroom shelves have been emp ty.
even though UNI has made·
ordered and will soon , be"
M r . Os termeier is very
payments on time.
installed. The shipping dat~ on pert u rbed because of the
According to the contract,
'
·
;
UNI is a u tho rized to pay
··--·----···· · - -- -----money only to Alden Bennett,
who in turn is supposed to pay
t he su bcontractors . UNI is
fo; bidden·· to pay t he subcontractors directly; we may only
deal with the· general contract&-:'" '(f 0•...+ :,.,,...IC\, rd ~,-c ... rr, hJ""l!'n·.u

actual work on the building
began in November of 1973. In
all fairness, Mr. Harralson
conceded that there were
several delaying circumstances
for which Alden Bennett was
not responsible. These were:
poor weather conditions during
the winter of 1973 ; the steel
shortage; the concrete strike in
June and July of 1974. But
with all these things taken into
consideration, their total
would only amount to a delay
of around four months. This
would mean that the building
should have · been entirely
completed over a year ago.
UNI officials discover~d the
p ay discrepancy when the
workers putting up the doors
walked out on the job because
Alden Bennett had fail~.d to
come up with their payment.
There have been similar problems because of this failure
with nearly all of t he subcon-

'-or
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'Chere IS• differen~e!!!
;PR EPARE FOR : ·

MCAT•DAT•LSA T•SAT
GRE • GMAT' • OCAT • ·CPAT • VAT
Over 38 yea rs o f expe ri ence and suci:e·ss. Small classes. Voluminous
home study material s. Cou rses that are co nstantly updated . Centers open
days & weeke nds all yea r, Com plete tape facilit ies f_or review of class
lessons and fo r use of sup plementary materials. Make-ups for missed
lessons a t our centers.
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Flexible ·Programs & Hours

20 50 W. Devo n
Chicago, IL
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~cei~e a~ou~ci~ ~d~rt;~le, ~: ;' no~)ri' the
dista~ce , .
humerpus: Tim Zurick· ne~er . of a landsc~pe y ou .ma~e tl?,e
eveii•"~-te 'a t' £he c~fe a'Iid .
right
spelling errors are the ·tinf~rtu~· d!:)cisions as a sort of southeast
na€e inistakes by the prints. A.
breeze
.
H. · Rosen's friends must be cool:;;: you~ body and there are
amorig'tlie 14% ~ e surv~yed ih
· f~iends
. ,
.
fa-~& of-the' cafe as it is.· · ,. ~ waving ·_ba~k to y ou .. from .
I su.ggest to Mr'. (or Miss )
across the clear
Rosen to conduct a r~ndom · sharp ·r'iver you speak together ·
sample (lil<e we did ) for more .
_in delicate
·
realistic re$ults lind' to .. Ti.In . confid enc~s as yo:-i.r_,. secre~s ,,
Zu ric!<, m y congi:atulatio_ns . t ·an9- their secrets
· Y, ..,
The copy typist and · pruits ., have secret loves .in .one
apologise for the unfortunate '} · another
; :
errors . . . aft er all wople' -~n ~
.
.
~ .
glass houses . . .
t, ~ akmg 1t all so eas~
. The cafe is a conce· and •: . 1
,.,. ;
problem of all of us. If action ~ making it all so
is to be taken, we must all help " V!lry very ,
out. Any suggestions or help ;.
· :... ~fine
•!
may be submitted to the red
Terry Jacobus
flash care of the PRINT. I ·
[receiving clei;_k at UNI]
,, .

m

.

**
***
**

~~SJ:

~

tractors. UNI has tried to
remedy the situation by making out checks to both Alden
Bennett and the particular
subcontractor involved, so
that the checks cannot be
cashed without the signatures
of both parties.
At the present time, the
subcontractors have filed fl
number of mechanic's liens (a ·
form of lawsuit) against Alden ·
Bennett in an attempt to
collect their unpaid fees. The .
Commuter Center Board has
given its permission to break
the contract, but since the ,
work left to be done would
take a mere two weeks to be
completed. Mr. Harralson is
skeptical that this will be
done. However, he is supporting the idea to take some sort
of legal action to speed up the
long-overdue completion of the
Commuter Center.

2 1.1 ~:.. ,Jj?
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Mr. Harralson P,isclosed to
0.l,j .ti.~o~d, ~ail!ll!.rP,f ' l!JR.90lniS!l'P!AVi.~i ~.lltD\llre,tlu Q)J6fiiisf } f ~ - ~
trre·'P r1nt tHRt~1 li~ ·fafupfehon"> that enables us to offer the pest p,r,eparat,on 3tva1labte, furthe •Jl'I P,r,ov,ng
th e in d iv(dua l course .you've sel ected. ' "
.. - - 0
., ,-,n · ~ .' •« ' r
date of the entire Commuter
(312)
764-5151
Center was May 5, 1975. The

Aft~r surveying s tudents, · tried to bring the problems we
teachers , and em ployees of . already know about t he cafe
10 %
10 % . 10 %
UN I , our result s were 'the . into t he open, now we all must
DISCOUNT.
.
· ·
··
t' 1
th
respond to the situation for
fo11owmg
on our ar 1c e on e
FOR ALL STUDENT'S
cafeteria. ·
results.
Price were too high and _ Two . suggestions t hat we
JEANS & CORDS
portions too small, everyday submitted wer e: p erha ps a
JUMPSUITS
. ·
· ili' · d · m eal ticket program , and
OVERALLS
h
f
od
t e o; 1s_very srm ar an
BLOUSES-TOPS
selection is limited,
music would help ... the cafe
GAUZE TOPS
· · co1·d an d scene. More painting~
would
t__h. e a t mosp h.ere 1s
.
SWEAT_ERS
the surroundings are not very also cheer t hings up. More on
colorful (piped music? )
the cafe ) a ter.,.
.
SCAR VE~
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, •. '' \ ~ '·
' L1
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FREE - 1 Pitcher beer . with med. pizza .
FREE . ....: 2 Pitchers beer with -large p izza
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Geography Club reports
on steel works visit
The UNI Geography Club
recently visited t h e South
Works· plant of United States
Steel Corporation. The tour
began with a short slide show
and presentation followed by
an actual driving and walking
tour of the plant itself.
Located where water, rail,
and road transportation are
easily . accesable, the steel mill
has been in existence since
1880. In 1901 United States
Steel came into existence
through the coalescence of
already existing steel mills.
Since that time U.S. Steel has
been involved in improving the
lifestyle and safety of its 10
thousand employees. It has

created a night school for its
employees who wish to finish
high school and schools of
computer science and steel
management. The South
Works plant even has various
singing choruses for its employees employment.
United States Steel is rated
first class in the nation for its
safety regulati ons and the
company is very proud of this
record. All employees working .
in the Steel production areas
must wear safety goggles, _
hard hats, flame proof jackets
and long sleeve shirts. The
South Works plant has its own
hospital and re habilitation
program for inj ured em-

ployees.
Pollution Control has been a
major concern of the company
since 1960, and $60 million
dollars have been spent by the
company in the last decade for
air and water quality improvement. We toured many of the
pollution control devices in use
by the factory today.
We saw the loading of the
furnaces with iron ore, coal,
and limestone and we felt the
fmmense heat given off by the
furnaces during the transformation process . We talked
about the problem of the great
amount of slag waste produced
when making steel. Today
there is no use for this waste

product, but perhaps in the
fu ture t his product will become
u seful. We s a w p owerfu l
machines lift buckets of molten steel and pour it into ingot
· molds. We toured t he buildings where the steel from the
ingot mold is caste furt her into
structural shapes for consumer
use.
As I sit here typing at my ·
desk, I think of the steel used
in making the parts of this
typewriter, and my desk and

.------:,

·I AREYOUh~~
INSURANCE RA TES
TOO HIGH?

I

I

I

I

I

Ca ll Gary Robinette
966-7671

chair and I think of the steel
coils of t he light I used to light
my- desk, and of t he steel in
the cars p assing by my
window. Perhaps these are the
reasons why steel companies
have been in existence since
the · 1880's and continue to
thrive today.
Look for announcements of
the UNI Geography Club's
upcoming events in S -202,
S-242 or outside S-344H.

''Flowers & Plants for All Occasions ..

§ JHC A\ J? JE Jll

Jt? Jl O JllJC §1r §
3358 We st Br yn Mawr
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Chicago, Ill. 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH 1.D.'S
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Au tomobile Insurance
8605 N. Milwaukee, Niles, Illinois

LUNCH , DINNER & LA TE SNACKS

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

RESTA URANT & PUB
8808 M ILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100
-(corner Milw aukee & Dempster)
· 272·7 W . Howard St. 338-21 66
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Custom printed bum per- l
stickers , rock t-shirts,
ff personalized rolling 1
l paper, and custom print- l•
•
/ ed ,t -shirts. Good prices. ;
i Send a 13¢ stamp for ful l ;
£
details .

j

f

"Compare and you'll bet your bottom
dollar on us.
"Because we're the only line of 100%
natural cotton 14-ounce denim jeans in the
world without 'jeans problems'.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing !) denim with the
amazing Sanfor-Set* process.
f
• --, i,t~
- ,
1 "Tho 'sour built-in competitive edge . • '
' "And the reason we beat therr pants off.
I

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T.SHRINK OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You\e never i·n a pinch or bind w ith us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the ~ize you buy is the size we stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T NEED IRONING.
"Throw away your iron. Because we're
so wrinkle-resistant we come out of the washer
and drier 'ready to wear.'

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
START OUT NICE AND SOFT.
"We won 't 'stiff' you because we start
oot soft and get softer, faster.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T COST ABUNDLE.

________

\ COSM IC RAINB OW {
(
167 W . 21st St.
l
__;{
L New York, NY 10011

"Our biggest edge? The price you don't pa y
for Do-Nothing because we cost no more than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF WE'RE LYING
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
"Because we've got an unconditional 1-year
warranty: Just send us back our jeans and we'l l
rep lace them . Or refund your money.
"Interested enough to try us on foi· size?
"Then just dia l this tol l free number:

"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JEANS NEAR YOU
DIAL 800 T·H·E E·D·G·E?'

J!ed

e~□®~@e

With thegBuilt-in Edge.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJ.ORS
LET LIS HE LP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

[g~~~~~

CPA

REVIEW
CHICAGO-Loop 346-7871
Des Plaines
299-5523
Blue Island
346-7881
CO UR SES BEG IN MAY 26 & NOV. 24

OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

1/3 oFUSA

rn,
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Variety of
•
services
exhibited
at Health Fair
by Fanni Sosna
there is a cure for it, which as
This past Tuesday and
of now there is not a cure but
Wednesday; November 9 and
methods of treatment have
10, UNI sponsored a Health
improved.
Fair which was held in Alumni
The next interesting display
· was t h e Venereal Disea se
Hall.
Av ailab le were _various
section . In their pamphlets
pam phle ts on the diffe r en t
they discuss thoroughly the
disea ses s t riking Americans
t wo types of V.D. and what
can be done if you the _v ictim,
currently.
One very in teresting dis- has it. If you are a . victim of
play, was the Sickle Cell this terrible epidemic that is
Anemia section, which in- striking so many young
cluded taking your blood test Americans you can contact
to find out what your hemoglo- 638-3365 Ext. 9, which is a
bin is. They hand ed out local "free" clinic, or you can
pamphlets concerning facts call VI2-0222, the local public
about Sickle Cell Anemia, its health clinic.
symptoms, the kinds of hemoThere was also a special
globin and whether or not display on Chicago's Alcoholic

Treatment Center, discussing
their purpose and their services.
Another interesting display
was that of the Cancer disease.
They handed out plenty of
p am phlets di s cussing the
cau ses a nd symp t om s of
Cancer. They also showed an
audio-vi s u a l of tape which
showed women step by step
how to examine their breasts.
The complete Fair in general
was one of
very interesting
and learning natu re. It is
something t hat most universities should have more often
because it really teaches the
individua l all the essen tial
diseases that are affecting so
many Americans lately.

Students collect $236 for
retarded in KC drive
Last Friday, November 5, 28
collecting $37.86 in two hours.
volunteers coliected over
Flora Davis and Miguel .Del$236.00 on campus in the
gado were the two fastest
annual Knights of Columbus
sellers. Other students who
Tootsie Roll drive to aid
worked hard _ were Paula
mentally retarded children.
Heady, Bob Miller, Ed Rozale26 students wandered awicz, Tim Dienes, Ann Hast- ·
round the campus between 8 ings, Arlene Newmann, Mary
a.m. and 1 p.m;, the braver,
Wallace, Samuel Garcia, David
including John S t epal , and Allard, Al Gilbert , Kitty
Gerri Leffner wearing bright Pusateri, Chris Holda, John
red and yellow pinafores and Kiedelhoffer, · Nancy Wright,
hats selling Tootsie Rolls for Karen Soloman, Pat Musker,
whatever people wanted to Rich Bossie, Paul Armandes,
and Karen Mueller.
donate.
Thanks to the students who
Kim Boyce and June Rizzolo
UNI campus ministers, work- volunteered to sell the Tootsie
ed in conjunction with the
Skokie Council of the ·Knights - - B•USIN
--- - -UNI
-TY
--.
ESS
OPPORT
of Columbus and Tom Howe,
director of t he Archdiocesan
Volun t eer Recrui t men t Program to coordinate the drive at
Northeastern. They were very
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
pleased with and grateful for
Immediate Earnings
the people who volunteered to
Send $1.00 To:
sell , and t he people who were
generous enough to buy the
Envelopes Dept. 339A
candy . By 1:30 p.m., 1,000
-3IO Franklin Street
Tootsie Rolls had been sold.
Bari P ink was the top seller,
Boston, Mass. 02110

Stuff Envelopes

Rolls and the UNI people who
volunteered to buy them. The
drive to aid mentally retarded
children;is,aqeacl $236.09. · ..~

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WHl·BLY'S
5607 North Kimball
Iii: 267-6676

Chicago,

HOT DOGS , CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
DOGS, CORN DOGS, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BURGERS , GYRO BURGERS,
BARBECUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE,
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTQS:
TAMALES , PIZZA STEAK , FRIES ,
MUSHROOMS , CHICKEN, SHRIMPS ,
SHAKES: ICE CREAM

We serve pizza too!
UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
. with UNI 1.0. Card

-·--· - - -·
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Photo by Paul Manda and Robert Trahan.

STUDENTS GET BEST SEATS IN HOUSE
AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
On stage seating Is reserved exclusively for students with a current ID card . 58
seats are available for each performance, Including the previews. Reserved for
students.
~
......... ~ <.<.. IC'>"' ....... ..._ ""~\,.._~),;.;,..;-~~N ,.;»"':".~
PRIC~SFORSTUO~NTSONST~GE: Tu,-:-:thru--'flluia. 8,PM,"anq Su(ic,at}fT. "°.,i . . : -.
$4.00, Fri. & Sat. 8.30 - $5.00, Wed. & Sat. 2 PM - $4:00. SEATS CAN ts1:
PICKED UP IN ADVANCE .

GROUP SALES CALL 922-2976

SEATS GO ON SALE MON., NOV. 15.
For l~formation 922-29,?'3.
STUDEBAKER THEATRE, 418 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 80805.

EARN GOOD

$$$

DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS,

FULL OR PART TIME
ASA
SECURITY G,U~P ,, 'lCJ ',i t!iL
Need more income? Here's an excellent part
time or full time opportunity. We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record . We have unarmed
openings plus some openings for .persons
with blue card.

rt

1\

Call for an appointment at 664-6769 or
apply in person any weekday from 9:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. at:
ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

;::,:-;:;::,::::{;:;::;:~:;:/;:~:::\ ::::;:~:) :•;•;:;:-;•~:::•:•::::.:•:•:;:-;•;•:;::;•;:;:•:•~:::/;\=:;: / ::::?!://::=:=~::::;::;::;:;::::=:=~:::::::;::::;:~:~:;::;:~:;::;::;:~::::;:~:~:;::;::::;:(:•;-:;:•;•;:;:•A:::
SING.?
Come to: ELIJAH'S CUP, 6971 N. Western
PLAY AN
OPEN MIKE NITE, AUDITIONS : Tuesday 9:30
lNSTRUMENT?
REGULAR HOURS : Sun .-Thurs . 8-12; Sat. 9-1
COMEDIAN? .. .... ......................................................................
......................

;-:-:-:-:•:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::::::•:::::::::•:•:•:•:•:•:::•:•:::::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::::::::::::::::
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UNI poets featured in
•
Skokie Library series
The Skokie Public Library is
starting a new poetry reading
series, titled Oracle. It started
the season on Tuesday, November 9 with Northeastern's
current Poet-in-Residence Elizabeth Libbey and Linda Lizut,
a Chicago poet who works on
the staff of CHICAGO RE VIEW and has been authologized in FOR NERUDA,
FOR CHILE . Ms. Lizut is
currently working on a pilot
film for KRWG, .Las Cruces,
New. Mexico's educational t.v .
station. Ms. Libbey 's ,credits
are most likely familiar to
PRINT readers by now: she
has published in many small
press magazines and other
more widely known ones such
as THE NEW YORKER and
TJtE'uAMERICAN" POBl'ItY
R~IE~ nsje.sw aaci1qx;1 srlj
e JJW
rh1hfor
as1fbt
WsCT
Iidq
cne u1·ea
u ' sure
readings' are many Northeastern
students , such a·s Paul Bralower on December 7, · Rose
Lesniak on December 14 ,
Henry· Kanabus on February
8, Barbara Barg on March 8,
Sarah Roller on April 12 and
Phyllis Landando on Juhe 14.

Also scheduled are one-time
Northeastern students Cynthia
Gallaher on March 8 (joining
Barbara Barg), Effie Mihopoulos on April 12 (joining Sarah ,
Roller), Patrick McPhee (one- ·
time editor of a poetry section
of· the PRINT entitled APO- '
CALYPSE , which was an .
early m a nifestation of the
current Apocalyp s e reading'
series and poetry club), and
Arnold Aprill on July 12.
All the readings will begin i

at 7: 30 on Tuesday evenings ,
at 5215 Oakton in Skokie at
the library. Brief discussion
periods will follow , during
which the poets can be asked
about the craft of writing.
Anyone wishing more information can call the Skokie Public
Library at 673-7774. Flyers
announcing all the poets and
the dates of their readings are
available.

I

\

Ape l~ctore
November . 19_
i

•

. ~ f
o I
.
.,.
bag1.srl:) •.1"{.llL1 c-lr., ;..~·:,. n9(Hc. \ v.10,1::,.n ;,,. 1

. n1·H!,..,

1

'.--i'

,

•• !

Bill Quateman, "Chicago's gift to the world of pop music,
will be appearing at Northeastern, Tuesday, November 16,
at 1:0·0. Bill's Band Q, his best band to date includes former
Paul McCartney's Wings drummer Denny Seiwell, Sid
Simms on bass [Quateman's original], Ira G. Kart, formerly .
~witn· Mighty Joe Young ·on the ·keyboards, and guitarist
~BWvid Hines' [formetly'"·'Wid n loz Scaggs and David Bowie
'filhiiiiisJ:1lCOA.B"s'31a'tfein~f 1at the top quality afternoon · ·'
concerts should prove enjoyable.

$t11Hef-ifslilJ.lMruh (tl Hdg\(j U rbt3m•m
i 11~:M:i '.' sas§ 1s:tt1e~zbok& pet ;:,
4t the Great· Ape House in
I\,incoln Park Zoo.
I The
importance of ·this
lecture is apparent because
l
~oon the only place where
the zoo. The Great Ape House
tp.ese animals·• will be seen is
tri~s tQ meet the needs of the
behavjor and life cycle of
gorillas and orarigutangs.
The young apes have .t o be
raised by the zoo ~orkers
because when a female gets
young, she doesn't know what
to do with it. The apes. also get
· the best of attention an.d care . .
because they are susceptible to
The Arts of Self Defense
many diseases.
Because of this care, Lincoln
r <J.:;dq Park Zoo has a ¥ery,r high
JO , q success in the billtl\ fgtri~ 0
m
.
despite the fact that they are
*Proper use of stri kes , kicks, t hrows, locks
*To .defend a gai ns t a group of att ackers
very hard to breed in captivi-

eirl bs1qsyi DwS"f~iH doff 2s qu
lJNiJ"s A iit'hroifo1og'y '•an d 1,.
Biology Clubs are sponsoring a
lecture and slide presentation
by P atricia Sass on ·"Great
Apes In Captivity" on Novemher ·19 from 4:00-5: 00 p.m. in
the Gemini Room of the

JUKO·RYU

Levis for big guys.

a

INT,L

®

They 're called Levi 's for
; Men . But they 're, for
· anyone with m·uscles.
Or a bigger frame . Great
styles , in great·fabrics .
,. But now more comfort~ able : Sizes 34-;to 42.

g~\.

·th e use of t radit ional sa m urai wea pon s
· meditation , *B reathing
•' Ki' -in tern al energy
· self co n tro l & disci p.line

..

.- '•·
Jr

A

- , .

.

.

'

,.

10%

Private or group lessons
Classes designed for
men , women, children"

'. the"(') ·
....

,,

. .k. .... . . ... . . . . .,iiiiii·;······. ....
ITIIIENT
RATEi

.

4,\

ty.
Lincoln Park Zoo has the
longevity record of a chimp in
captivity. That chµnp lived to
be over fifty years old.
They also have Sinbad, the
fines( specim,e n · of a gorilla
who weighed about five hundred. and 'thirty pounds in his
prime.
To find out more about one
of man's nearest biological
neighbors and ~hat we 're
doing to keep them alive and
_well, attend ttie Iec~yre by Ms.
~
~ 'i'here ~l ·be refresh°ine~ts . served afte; the meeting. All are invited to come.

Discount with this ad

I?

t~

dance barre·
Dancewear
.leotards • tights • slippers

......
,;,.-

:, •.

•\

...,~.

.

,ONE '! DA-Y REPLACEMENT , OF, MOST :,
SPECTICAL LENSES-AND FRAMES ·
••

·1

.

, •

· .•. :.

.

,
-

'.'

•

:i.

GLASSES ADJUSTED WHILE YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARO
ALL DESIGNER FRAMES,_WIRE
AND OP TYL PLASTICS .
6770 North Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 674-9519
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however, his returning runners
all showed a great deal of
improvement this season and
Dave Adler, Steve Xanos,
Hector Carabez , and Eric
Lundahl must now form a'
nucleus to build next year's
team around.
I've always admired cross
country runners; It's hard not
to like people who get out of
bed an hour earlier in order to
run five miles. There must be
days when they don't feel like
running or days when the
weather makes it damn near
impossible, but still they run.
Very few individuals could do
it.

X-Inen finish 5th
•
ID season ·finale
by John Stepal

1

The 1976 Cross Country
season came to a close for the
Golden Eagles of Northeastern
last Friday, November 5 as
UNI captured fifth in Conference. The meet marked the
final race for seniors Don
Orzet,ke, Al Alb~rt, and Ellie
Casie who ·placed 31st, 33rd,
and 44th respectively. Other
Eagles who competed were
Dave Adler 36th, Steve Xanos
38th, and Hector Carabez 41st.
Chicago Circle captured the
team title defeating Lewis by
just 1 point.
Reflecting on the past two
years, it's kind of sad to see it
all come to an end. In the past
two yea_rs, Northeastern's
cross country team has been
beset by all sorts of problems,
including injuries, lack of
depth, ineligibilies, and inconsistent performances. _
Albert and Orzeske • both
went to Lane Tech, where they
competed on -both the track
and crosJ . country teams.
During th'e' past eight years
they estimate that they have
run the incredible distance of
twenty thousand miles apiece.
Probably their finest moment
during their UNI careers was
at the· Judson Invitational two
years ago when they surprised
everybody by taking second

place. Over the last two years
these ~wo have comprised the
backbone of the team, and this
past-'season one of the two led
the Eagles in every meet.
Ellis 's story is much different. Having gone to Hirsch,
Ellis had no previous running
experience when he entered
UNI. But he didn't let this
discourage him, as he soon
proved himself a gutsy individual. A string of bad luck
hurt too, as last year he was
· injured, and this season ju,ry
duty kept him out of s,everal
practices. This couldn't keep
him, down, th~ugh, and a few
weeks later he ran the best
race of his life at the Judson
Invitational.
When looking back upon the
past season, on~ has ~ wo~der
what happens to our runners.
The team started practicing in
August, and appeared to be
very strong. However, -they
really never put it together
and usually found themselves
near the bottom in the
standings. The highlight of the
season was probably a 24-35
victory over Elmhurst early in
the season, but the team
usually did poorly in the big
meets.
The big chore of recruiting
new players face 'coach Larry
Bernstein, who is left with
only 4 experienced runners,
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Express adds
f ooiball to list
of IM wins

The Express continued its
The Express opened its
dynasty over intramurial
scoring on a '30 yard pass to
sports with a 15-0 win over the · fleet footed Ron Hultgren. The
Llabnibs to win the 1976 touch fine rushing by Dean Elipas
football intramurals. In the and Call Lobsinger produced a
last two years _the Express has
two point safety for Mark
won Men's Basketball, Coed Mansion.
Volleyball, and Men's FootThe Express ,entered ·the
ball.
second half without the services of two of their starters.
Rich "fat . daddy" Michniak
was injured at work the
previous day. Steve Clark, in
trying to throw a block got hit
in the jaw. He had to be taken ,
The Ice Eagles surprised lead just before the second to Swedish Convenant Hospieveryone last Friday with a 4-3 intermission. Coming out in tal for x-rays.
. victory over Western Illinois the third period, coach Mark
Despite the injury P,roblems
in Springfield. The victory Breen had his players charged the Express wasted µ9 twi,e 1
moved UNJ into fµ:s~ place Jn t up as Bob W~dmal!, scored his Phil DeWal4,ran right' 6 ya'rcls
divisionai standing1;1 of the second of the night, another .for a touchdown. That left it
conference. Trailing 2-0 in the assisted goal, early to make it up for the defense. Pete Genge,
second period defenseman Bob 3-3. Then at 9:52 Emil Daryl Beck and Pete Lazarra
Weidman blasted a 50ft. Twardowski put in what knocked down pass after pass.
slashot to make it 2-1. Seven proved to be the winner The defense ended the season
minutes later it was Emil assisted by Starzinski. UN.I without a point being scored
Twardowski assisted by Mike outshot Western 48 to 36 and against them.
Setze and Dave Starzynski · to Mike Romito was the winning
Congratulations to both the
know the score., · However goalie.
Express and the Llabnibs for
Western again grabbed the
.t heir fine seasons. Thanks to
Commissioner "Spin" Salario
for a well run tournament.

lceinen heat
WIU in thriller

Game Room
Tourneys next week

During the week of Novem-

.,.~

.......................................................

ii BEvand
GRANT
i
I THE
HUM AN
I
CONDITION
.
,
J
S
N
PM ~•
ire
at.
ov.
•
,;:

to be held in Madison,
Wisconsin.
,;:
~
place ii). the following ~~- _ .J Persons .interested in -~om;,
13 9
......,.___,_c_____,POOL - FOOSBALL·-_- A:--;:I=R::-p e-t-.
ji,"·""g in liie tournament
'JI!
HOCKEY The tournament is
urged to contact the CommuGreat American
~
open to all Northeastern
ter Center Ext. 330 or you may ~
Cofeehouse
~·
students and the entry fee is.
sign up in the Game Room, no
2918N . Lincoln
~
one dollar for each. category · later than noon of November ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
entered. ALL TOURNA15. ·
.
.
~ KINGSTON MINES ~
era veterans, 64 per cent have MENT GAMES ARE FREE
I~~ramu:al table tenni~ co~CHICAGO BLUES ~
received training. College
The prizes will · be an . petition will take place_ m _the ~
CENTER
,~
training continues to be the assortment of pool items and
gym later this year. Finalists ~
~
most popular form of .training gift certificates from the UNI
from this tournament will also ~ Thurs. Nov. 18, 9 PM ~
with 36.3 per cent of Vietnam- Bookstore.
compete in the A?U-I ~on- -~
s1 .soatdoor
~
era veterans having been
Finalists will .compete in the
al Tournament m Madison, 41111
..ii
Call 769-2085
enrolled.
ACU-I Regional Tournament
Wisconsin.
•1111!
•~
her 15-19 competition will take

VA notes big
trainee decline~

f
f
f

Veterans and military personnel training under the GI
Bill during September totaled
1,104,445, almost 33 per cent
fewer than were enrolled at the
same time last year, the
Veterans Administration reported today.
The ·decline of 535,000
trainees was attributed primar•
••
ily to the loss .of entitlement
: ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ WI' Ari' Ope11in.~ Our ll011.<1' To y,.,,
:
for an estimated 483,000 persons who were enrolled last
"
_ , ,. ,_, .; , ,,,__..,
,
i
".o, , -·
~-,
..,;
.-~LUN_CH,.$ 2.4,9 -DINNER $4.25:
April and who reached their
1
Saturday aftemoon .l>efore a i return home Noy., ~ i_p~~9~
■
. OnN7 -DAYSAWHt<
:
10-year delimiting date on
.J
• Lunch-11 e .111. to 2:30 p.m.
■
large crowd in Peoria, the Ice • against Bradley a~ 3 :OO_ p ;m. · : ,
• eoc1i,.11s & Appetlnn
:
June 1.
Eagles
lost
·
8-5
to
Bradley
Coach
Mark
Breen
18
hopmg
to
•
2130
p.m.
to.
SaOO
p.m.
:
These trainees, coupled with
have defenseman Joe Jelen
those who have since exhaust~ University_~_9ne time UNI
back for the Marquette game.
I
·
ALL YOUCANIAT-_,.,:
ed their entitlement and led 4-1 bu~dn't hold on.
normal attrition make up the Goal scorers were Bob HessJelen has been out since Oct.
I.
<r:;.r;=::~~~~
21 with a shoulder separa_tion.
ia--------~■
-..s.,,,e,1,,_.,.,.,.,1o,,
:
decline, a VA spokesman said. berger, Dennis Saboj, Emil
Manager Craig Stolar believes
:
.
1154 I, LIICIU
334-5252
:
Enrollments in each of the Twardowski Rich Hart and
9
three types of training affected Dav~ Starzy~ski. UNI h~d 33
along with Breen that upon
:
~
c:
■
/.J
I • I::
Watch for - .... locetlon
■
their return the UNI Defense
...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,
WOK
••
by the delimiting date -were shots on goal to 29 for
will b
.
h
'
-ol'INING SOON
down by about one-third. Bradley. The next game is
e given t e added depth
W.
TOUHY
AVENUE
:
9
it now lacks. Defense seems to
•
•
College trainees decreased 33.~ Saturday, Nov. 20 vs. Mar• Milwaukee
be the biggest problem as 3
:
!
per cent; other resident school quette Ill
enrollments declined 33.3 per
After that the Ice
Eagles.
goals were blown twice t h i s - - - - - - - - •
•------■-••
.•
ent; and correspondence stuyear.
.t
•
•
dents were off 34.3 per cent.
TEST PREPARATION FOR
. Flight training, farm trainlaw ScNl8L IIMIUIII Tm
ees, and on-the-job course, for
Guaum --.E■EIT ID■. Tm
6137 N. Northwest Hwy.
which the initial delimiting · GIIDIIITE RECOIi fH■illJIOI
- Thousands of Topics
date ,is
Aug.
31,
1977,
varied
•
C
I
1i
·
·
·
DICll IWli DM. m ·.; : ,.•, ,, . Send for.:y,our u~to-dete. 160POCKET BILLIARDS - 3 CUSHION BILLIARDS - FOO SB ALL
considerably from last year.__ "'
_., ,
·
-•
Enc1 ose .,ELECTRONIC GA~ES - AIR HOCKEY - AND MORE
_
page ma·• orde r .;a..,og.
1
Farm' training was up 8.9 I;>Elr.
•PROFEUIOll~U"81]1ileral·• · ,,. !--s1:6o ·'t'C;;.c:owr postage' arid
Present this ad or your UNI I.D. Card
handli!"9· ~ .., _ ;1 ~ ~f f,~ ,;, r~, 1t,e, j"' ' :
cent; flight training down 't: ~ . _,' .!II_~~'", ~RIALI
For every hour you play, w~'II give
per c~nt and OJT courses "·off ■-Ao•11•1iai''AIIPUCATIOII
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. ,_
"' ~ ;r, ITRATEIY
. ,.
an additional 30 minutes FREE!
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I
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tbs ANGELES~ CALIF'. 90025
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r··
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-··
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•
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■
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classifieds '
Jobs
OFFICE WORK & PHYSICAL
WORK
Maintain record . storage area;
some figuring. 2:00-2 :30 to 5:30
$2.75/ hr. Must have good figure
apptirude. Call Miss Besser at
286-5722. Morris L . Rothschild,
4013 N. Milwaukee, 2nd
Floor.
I
ACTUARIAL TRAINEE
Part time 15-20 hours per week,
hours flex,ible Clerical procedures
and eventually involved in technical aspects of actuarial science
work. Applicant should be a math
major planning a career in the
lllCtuarial field. Call Jim at
275-8000 ext. 707. Combined
Insurance Co., 5050 N. Broadway.
'

•·

.I.

•

' f'FINi\"'~Ci-Rt;J Al'fAL°¥s s' &

CONTRot1.E'Iis '•';f>b1'1f rOR
GROUP LIFE & HEALTH
DEPT., INTERNAL AUDITING,
BUDGETING. Monday-Friday
from 8-4: 15 10,000-20,000/yr. BA
required, no preferance
to
major. Call Larry Clark or Tandy
Zierfuss at 291-5532 . Allstate
Insurance, Northbrook, Illinois
(Tri-state tollway and Willow Rd.)

as

ORDER FILLER & STOCK
. Three mornings a week $2.60$2.80 per hour. Lakeside Products,
6646 N . Western . Call Mr .
Sharylin at 743-1415.
PT.GEN. OFFICE WORK
Needed A.S.A.P. Some typing.
Hours 1-5:00 p.m . Call Mrs.
Burlow or Mr. Loh! after 1 p.m. at
769-2296. Subur ban Liscnce
Service, 5526 N. Lincoln.
SECRETARY Bl-LINGUAL
IGREEK/ENGLISH]
Hours 1-5. Immediate opening.
Call Father Dennis Strouzas: at
DE7-4130. Greek Orthodox Archdiocese, 40 E . Burton.
RESPONSIBLE & NEAT AP·
PEARANCE
Individual needed to work .. in
duplicating room;_ xeroxing, , etc.
Monday-Friday' 2;7,, $3.00-$3,25\ilir.,
Call N. Biebel at 876-8187.
Sonnenschein-Carlin, 80th Floor,
Sears T<1wer. No typing.
HANDICAPPED MALE NEEDS
Part-time help; early mornings
and evenings. Salary with private
room and board included. Vicinity;
Des Plaines, Golf & Milwaukee
Av . If in_terested call : Bob
297-1929

JR. Secretary- in hebrew school
Typing; filing , various clerical
duties. Mon.-Thurs. 3-7 p.m. and
Sun. 10-1 p.m. Must type. Call
Rabbi Well at ROl-4000. Congregation K.I.N.S., 6700 N. California .
[l] RECEPTIONIST' 11-7 :30 p.m.
$150/ wk.
(2) CLERK TYPISTS 8:30-5:00
p.m. $140/ wk.
Must type 35 wpm. Call Teena
at 454-0900. Pandick Press, 111 N.
Canal.

WANTED:
Reliable person needed to keypunch computer programs. Accuracy is required. Mutual salary
agreement will be discussed when
hired. If interested call Joe after
6:00 P.M. at 267-4579.

---

-- ---- - -- ----

-

BABYSITTER for 2 children 6 &
8 yrs.) old. Monday-Friday·, 3-6
p .m . Will be driven home if
necessary. Call Mrs. Wiener after
6:30 p.m. at 679-1676. Home 6508 N. Trumball, Lincolnwood.

--------- ------

COACHES AND PART TIME
EEJ\DERS needed ' to . supen:ise
boys basketball league, Sundays.
Experienced. Call Michael Rosenberg at 675-2200.
MED. ASST. IN PODIATRICS
Monday-Friday, 10-2 p,m. at $3.00
hourly. Call Joan or Debbie at
764-~494. Dr. Marshall's Office,
1614 W. Devon.

HOUSEHOLD HELPER Clean
PRICE REPORTING, TERMI- · RECEPTIONIST Some Typing. house and sit with 12 yr. old boy 4
NAL OPERATOR Work on Needed 5-9 p.m. M,W,F, at si.75 / hrs. a day, 3 days a week
Exchange, key transactions Five hr. Call Renee Bettmeng at minimum at $2.50/.hr. Call Barb
(5) openings. Applicants must 973-6300. Misericordia· North, 6300 · after 3 p.m. at 275-5433. Home have above average math skills. N. Ridge.
2848 W. Gregory, Chicago.
32½ Hours per week $540/month.
Call Mary- Thorow, 431-6931. SECRETARY Needed to set., up SALES:
Chicago Board Options Exchange, appointments, light typing 'and
First of its kind beauty
141 W. jackson, 27th Floor.
bookkeeping. Call Al Zwirn at consultant, no fees, no investJ,
;1 _ _ •"'• "'"••·• - - 538-2-7-2:;'~... A.~ Z Associates, 3257 ments, free training and demonsNtE:6 ·pf,l1 hii6JttWt1.' rt~ .arynv~aM.ct _, •n -v .; r~·-, .~ TJlfl"J tration kits. Hours are flexible.
Earn 30%-40% commission. Car
HELPERS IMMEDIATELY in
Stereo City, Lincolnwood (on PART TIME OFFICE ASSIS- no necessary . Call Elaine at
Lincoln Ave.) For. organizing T ANT Needed to do mailing, 882-5542. Ideal Inc., 309 Clareinvoices, letters, filing, etc. 20 · 40 xeroxing, and messenger .,work. mont, Hoffman Estates.
hours weekly or Saturday S~nday Hours are flexible. Earn $2. 75-3.00
$3.50 or more per .hour, experience hourly . Call Chuck Perez at · DAYTIME STOCK WORKER
not necessary, for information call: 346-7400. Katten , Muchin, and AND ORDER FILLER Hours:
Gittler (Law Firm).
8:30-5 p.m. but flexible. Apply in
Steve Chen, 629-6360
person at Johnsin Office Supplys,
,tj

I

5470 Elston Ave., Chicago.

FOR SALE:
'73 Vega GT ; 4 Spd., air cond.,
cust. int., posi, cust. mags, Sports
Steel CR 70's, coppertone, runs looks good. Call Ext. 455 bet. 11 &
5, ask for Duke. $1,200 or best
ofter.

pets
Ten month old female parakeet,
blue in color-. To be given away

to . anyone. who likes J?irds. The
nu.mber to call is: 625-7684.

FOR SALE:
'67 VW Bug - rebuilt engine,
new · front end shocks, good
rubber; mechanical spark advance
- distributor, new heavy-duty coil,
spare tire, jack $650 or best offer.
G.E . Fashionette window air
conditioner in excellent condition,
110 volt, 5,000 BTU, $75. Call
769-5015 days, 561-5003 evenings,
ask for George.

FREE PUPPY:
Must give away one year old
Labrador to good home. Playful,
well-behaved and friendly . If
intere~ted, come to the Print office
and ask for Doc, or call X508.

FOR RENT:
2 Bedroom modem, fully carpet·
ed apartment. Laek Views, 10th
floor. Available 12/ 16/76 $230/
month. Capus Towers, 1033 Loyola Ave. Contact: Mike Torallo,
HO5-2700

FOR SALE:
Yashica Atoron ultra miniature
cartride-load camera. Uses 8 mm.
cartridge film. Originally $110 at
Wolks; now $75.00 firm. Complete
with flash attachments , filters ,
original case, manual, sample
shots and one 36 exposure roll of
b&w film. · Also, 6 qt. electric
ice-cream freezer. Less than a year
old, used once. Bag ·of salt
included. $25.00 Call Rita, x223, or
561-5003.

FOR RENT:
Lrg. 1 Br apt. LR, DR, Kitch.,
sun porch , eacl. back porch.
Edgewater area, avail. Jan. , 1.
728-8735. $185.00
r ,

lor sale

FOR SALE:
76 Black Camero (4 speed)
350-4bbl Air, AM-FM, Mags,
Loaded only 6,000 miles. $5,300 or
Best
Call AV3-9150

FOR SALE:
1966 Cadillac Coupe · DeVille,
6-way power seats, ower windows,
climate control, leather interior.
Rune excellent-needs some body
work. $450 or Best Offer - Call
583-7247 after 5.

FOR SALE:
Plastic Dishes (new) Service for
(8) for only $8.00 Call Dorthy at
670, 671.

FOR SALE:
American pool table, full size,
slate, like new, $375: Three-quarter
folding bed frame & mattress $20.
1962 Edition of World Book, with
Year Books up fo 1972. $40.
674-1853.

FOR SALE:
1975 Orange Gremlin. 15,000
miles, 6 cyclinder, factory aire,
power steering, rust proofing, rear
window defogger, AM radio. $2700
or best offer. Call 942-5473
between 8 am-5 pm Monday thru
Friday.

• \ , . . . , . J,I.

wanted

FOR SALE: Dining Room set - DANISH, 6
chairs and table. Like new.
Phone after 6 on week days, or
Saturday and or Sundays 539-7136.

Haµdicapped Male Needs

Part-time help; early mornings
and evenings. Salary with private
room and board included. Vicinity;
Des Plaines, Golf & Milwaukee
Av . If interested call: Bob
297-1929.

~-- - -----------

personals

UNI grad heads
aquatic art show·
by Benilde Polverini
and learn all there i~ to it in
Everyone knows about com- one hour.
petitive swimming and water
• As to where. y ou can see a
j polo.8
t.9 - o,
· · kno (·
~ho':: of aq1;1~~c arts
see;
anyth mg a out a quatic art? If for yourself 'all -of the differ.ent
you e v er saw any Ester
skills inv~lved, there will be an
William s movies you at least
aquatic arts swimming show
have an idea of what I'm
at the Mont Clare-Leyden
talking about.
YMCA. In it will be members
Aquatic art is swimming of the YMCA, including some
developed as an art form
students and graduates from
rather t h an a competitive
Northeastern Illinois Universisport. This is accomplished
ty, and guest swimmers. They
through the , use of figures,
will be swimming a wide
floating patterns, shollow wavariety of numbers. There will
ter lifts, and stroking variabe trios, duets, mix~ ·duets,
tions t hat are synchronized to
group numbers, solo numbers,
music. It differs from competia floating number, a stroking
tive swimming in the fact that
number, and much more!
a theme is developed through
There will be interesting
the use of t he above mentioned
numbers that you wouldn't ·
skills.
expect to see. An' example is a
As far as skills go, you
girl swimming in the water for
never lea rn all of the stunts
3 minutes with an umbrella
there are invol_v~d._ There ' s . "thar iihe Qever lets go of and
always something· to learn. ·An ·' . does ·mffl.ions of !!tunts with jt;
interesting fact is that it ~es - or two girls thafs~im together
a lot more skU.l to · float 'or ·and give the .otitical illusion' of
stroke in a number than it one, swimmer; or a guy that
looks. Aquatic art is an practically lives under water
interesting and difficult skill. and __much more.
You cannot jump in the water
A recent graduate from

To just another crazy veteran:
I'm sure you had no idea that
within 2 yrs. from that July day
I'd be .all yours. ~t's a good thing
that Mike opened my eyes and you
loosened your tounge or we'd both
still be wandering about. Glad I
called you. I was lonely that nite
· sitting in the office. Still sitting,
still lonely, and I miss you babe.

anp

The girl at j.he typewriter
Mary C. [Wright's Reading Lab],

Welcome to Northeastern. I'm
really sor.ry that I didn't say hi.
(Forgive me?)
Jim

TM P.K,
(Photo by Ann Holda)
Northeastern Illinois Universithe team is very qualified and
ty, Miss Cathy Von Nemeth is
it shows in the numbers that
the coach of th" Aqanauts of
her team members perform in.
Chicago swim team. She
Some of the team members are
helped out with the Guys and
already competing in InternaDolls swim show that Northtional Aquatic Arts Festivals.
eastern Illinois University put
Their numbers will be in this
on last year. Among her
show.
credits, she has been invQlved
I strongly urge you to. 09me
in ~he lnliernational Aquatic
and see the show:•It will be at
:rArts Association. (IAAA) since
the Mont Clare-Leyden-YMCA
n.1972:, In ~hese ·years --ljlie ;has
W. Medill (by 1 Gra nd
, received .four· top:i-hon:ors . and 'f at 7177
· · ~i
i .... f ,
..' r "
·:•
'
and
Harlem
) at
7 ;0I) ;,p.m.
: was inducted intoi two '1:ntema- "h:.~ ; , ,, l..P Ave.
,
,,.
,. _ t ""' _,
,~
t'ional '!°Aquatic ' Arts· .-Hall of. on Sundar, . Nqy em}?Eir. 2J.
}Jonation at the ' door. Alf are
Honor as a d'isting uis hed
performer in the field of mixed --~elcome; For further informa:
tion, co~tact the YMCA at
trio -and mixed duet.
237-6336.
So as you see; the coach of
~~

· · What's a bird dog? Does _it have
wings and fly? Beware of low
flying bird dogs.
Yankee Sweetheart
To the beautiful blong who works
at the switchboard:

I think I'm falling in like with
you. It really hurt when you didn't
answer my first personal. Please
tell me that you are not married, engaged or going:steady.
RMD
Dr. Pizzi :
Happy Canada!
Sigmund Freud, M.D.
CHUCKELS:
Your such a sweetie!

;,

J

<

Carol
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TNT
I enjoy being alone with you,
more than I could ever bring
myself to tell you. I'm happy when
we ' re together _and blue when
you're feeling low. You're a
beautiful person, a good friend,
- (and good friends are hard to find)
and I'm so glad I've come to know
you.
Infatuated
SMOKEY THE BEAR:
Thank you so much for the gift.
When I see Hazel, Bigwig, and
Fiver every day I will remember
your thoughtfulness. It will also
remind me that Shardik silflays
hraka. I'm looking forward to
December 17 and I'm sure Doc will
joip us.
LORD JIM

Quayhatan - without you guiding
some of us through this terrain we
would have given up a long time
ago. I wonder whether Martians
wear feathers up there?
Love, Cindy

My Star, •
Good luck on the opening of
your show. I'm sure you'll do just
fine.
Always with love,
E.B.

Catfish,
If you continue to plan days
like last Saturday, I can assure
you that guppy will be in your
tank for a long time.
snow [now melted) guppy

To the crazy wolfman who swept
me off my feet Friday •night at the
TKE party - ·1 · crave every inch
of your sexy bod - Maybe
Saturday we can try reaching that
number that's been out of order
for a while or leave the line
hanging ...
Love, Peanuts

Emily,
Just wanted to mention how
m1,1ch I appreciated the card on my
Birthday.
Love Ya

90 degree incisors,
When are you going to be
finished student teaching - we all
miss and love you +++.

Dear Jimmy:
I really truly appreciate what
you did this week. It is very sweet
of you. It helps ·alot in the rush on
Tuesday and Wednesday. You're a
nice person, and I hope you have
fun at my cousin's party!
Ann

PIC
Paul Simon may sing half your
life. Remember, "I am just a poor
boy though my story's seldom told
PAUL SIMON
DEAR RITA,
It's a pleasure sitting next to
you in P .A. I don't know what I
would do if you weren't there to
listen to my little comments.
ROBERT REDFORD
J. DEFRANCO
You should be given the title
HOST OF THE YEAR.

Pie:
Judy, · Judy, Judy, please no
"e," but thanks anyway.
Ann
Bobby Bass Clarinet:
I think tha_t you mak~ theJ>~s~
"coffee" I ever had, it was most
enjoyabl\l, I just hope my-pictures
don't come out blurry!
Ann

Dear Mary · Kay [Alias the pool
s4 ~k,] r.·t~ tj.~~A 2..i'-:J.)hJ~
r,P.lea~le do,, not e~~rp tl).r:JJ?OP!I
tournament. No one will have a
chance against you.
Your fans

- - - ,"

-----

Maybe we did go ·our separate
ways this year but nothing should
come between true friends. We had
a lot of fun and did a lot last year
but just because we are into'
different activities now doesn't
mean we can't say hi or still be
friends .
Giggles
Bette Midler - Maybe all the
bugle calls in the - world won't
bring you what you want but . the
" company " you had Saturday
night was superbly and delightful· ·
ly interested in your Boogie-Woogie.
Keep y our head up and
everything will turn out alright!
Your little sist er
Jim,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO JIM ,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
much love

Linda
Why won't you go out with me?
WHY? WHY? WHY? WHY?
WHY?
Ming,
Happy Blnndiy!
(and you thought I forgot)
"Chucky"
Michelle
Well, you missed the last two
Prints, but that's OK, because its
good to see you back.
But if you miss this issue that
will be the end of my writing
career. So you better be here on
Friday.
physics friend.
Schortz
Please tell Sharon I couldn't
make it because I had a class. But
maybe we can meet some other
time. Sharon you still sound like
an interesting girl.
Jones

Dear Debbie,
As far as naked goes I'm free
Tue 9°12 and 11·1
S.S.
ooooohhh . . .
I hate to eat and run, if you
know what I mean. Wondering
and waiting 'ti! Friday evening.
xoxoxo

Marge
Now that "Gone With The
Wind" is over what are you
looking forward to see next? How
did your 6 page paper turn out?
Well have a good weekend I don'
think · you 'll be interrupted this
weekend.
#&!" %

Dear Phyllis,
I missed you very much last
Friday evening. I only had Dr.
Fox to keep me company. I can't
wait till we move to New York.
I'm looking forward, with all my
heart, to our engagement.
With Love Always,
Peter

crumb

To. the happy wander.
It has come to my attention
that there is a girl who in her
spare time wanders the corridors
of school. I first saw her standing
in front of the vending machines,
starring at the food. If anyone
should see this- girl please point
her toward the cafeteria. Thank
you. I think she's lost.
a concerned
party

From Margie,
Judy, Linda M. , George, Linda
George, Linda F.,
& The rest of the GANG
Dear. Bottles,
.,One ,good, thing, &bout 6QX!} ·tJ,!1?,E~;
it;fill& U:p -,t lul.,hours,Mben. 0fliM
not there.· You know I'll always ,
level with you, just cause. I digs
ya.
Ensign Parker
B.B.C.:
Are you who I think you are!!?
HMMM?
Ittle Bitty Guppy

Karin,
Last Sunday was certainly a
"moving" experience. Call for my
services anytime (but tell your
father that five dollars will not
, finance a hernia operation.)
Doc

2-1()5.

Paul Simon,
Thanks for ans wering the
question - heaven holds a place
for those who - sing my life . ..
·
Woody Allen

Chucky,
Thank you for the B-DA Y
presents. You're so sweet, but
what is with the '"big broth!lr"
note? (it was cute)
love always,
Ming

To my dear Orphelia,
Hope this one makes it to the
Personals. Pretty soon the Beer
Bash will be here; I wonder if
"Bertha Butt" will come again? I
hope so, I can always use a good ·
laugh.
Well, have a fun week watching
your male frie~d. (I have good
name for him-cow.)
Later .. . Tadpole.
P .S. I only have EYES for you!

., ~.

. r;~.·;~ .,.,...,..:~-t_

~

;!~;.-,.., ~?';..,' •</_--

.............• ........ ......... .:

Dear Vicky,
There's a band of beavers
looking for you. Watch out they
are not an endangered species.
There are more of them than you
think!
DEAR JOSE ORTA:
YOU DON'T KNOW HOW
MUCH I LOVE YOUR LIPS,
PLEASE LET ME KISS THEM .
GUESS WHO?
Dear Tom,
Have you gotten the pheasant
flu shot yet? If not, chances are
you'll lose your feathers.
Wouldn't that be cute!
signed Your Fowl-Mouthed
friends
Dear Penguin!
s J:-nice be1
cl- wi~-A !II d '-l :t
.A i
,• . i
fl.?"1;- O"f"', wou ., y,ou ,e. ,fa,. . u1 Q.
an igloo init me? Then we could
really get cozy and cuddle, cuddle
and snuggle. Keep that smile in
your heart and you',ll always be
warm.
Love you much,
Eskimo
1,

~r:' -

-l?j.- 'e

Montevideo,
You look beautiful any way you
are. I love you for more than just
your talented fingers .
Back rub
Dear Rita,
It's a pleasure sitting next to
you in PA class.
Robert Redford
Patti,
T ime passes too quickly. I'm a
fool to tryr to stqp,it,,Why ll!Ust -1
always build my sandcastles by
the edge of the shore?
SM

rI ----I
TYPIST
728-8430 I

----·
DOES
PIANO NEED
TUNING?

Piano tuning and repair
work by
rnni DON 728-2618·010 q
-

fl "'." , ")

...............................

; 1

._a,

\ _,,./

Liz Taylor,
If you ever need a sanity break,
ct>'me visit ' us-~ in the ca~ ' o'moa;
We think you're terrific !" ~ ~
Steve & Robert

To the people's poet :
Freedom of the press and the
right to edit, not to mention your
crude behavior. I respect your
rights and I expect the same
respect from you in tum. We're
both professionals. I'll do my job.
See that you do yours.
"The bigot photographer"

I decided to be nice to you this
week, but problems are problems
and you have ma ny, maybe
SPIDER BITE:
because you were born a problem.
Hope it healed, but it hasn't, I'll Well I couldn't think of much
kiss it and make it aii better.
more to write because I'm all
TO STEVE :
written out. Maybe next week or
I don't know much about you,
M.B.,
maybe never I think my writing
but to make sure t he right Steve
Thanks for the card.
career is coming to a close. This
reads this, I'll identify you as
'Jim may, be my las,t .issue. • .
'Jinuch' as possiblei You have blond
1} , :
• "-·
, • your, fri4l.nd ., . . maybe
hair! (which is always wet · wh'tln
"'1 .• 'L· ;;.- ~.' ...,,.. ,_~ ~.. -~ ,,. ··-· ;~ Libby Fleming can DANCE!! _
<yeu\ come- to <;lass');, you play~on
- - -·- - , •-..~- -· - .· : ~~e~ J(le, j. .· i'1
l/ • •
: luNl's -baseball ' team:, ..and ,.;_•y.ou
_ , , Here.~ if:l . th~,: P~f~Onf} ,.Y?_U
Sad to hear you
- dpn-'.-<t ·kno;w th11.kl'm ~~ Aliv~-If
· thoutht I_~houl,d wri~. Ne:r::t time
Can not ·
yo-q s ~•
1 yq1ft!l•!as, ..friepdly,
.it- will 'be: your · turn'. ·····
·Accept our
please R.S.V.P.
- .
·\~~-.
'
'
•
) ·t
....
·from,
.Relationship
Starry-Eyed
THE PEST
-- ·.
.~ .
; , · -,.;.; . .
.,. ,"~------ - - . •'"t· ..- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - •
•

To Anna,
Happy Birthday!
Te esta poniendo vieja!

0

Tired of being in the closet? Come
out to a meetir:g on Tuesday ,
November 16, at l:00 in room

Dear Wayne,
You haven't really noticed that
I 've noticed you.

--------------- ~

JUNE:
We have ears in common.
Dance?
Guess ,who?

-
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DEAR NELSON:
You are looking like a Chinese
but you are looking fine, I would
like to know you better.
LOVE YOU KNOW WHO?

Doc,
.
Fie but why have you stopped
writing personals to me?
pie

DEBBIE,
Oh, features so dazzling a
beauty unique,
Such lustrous hair,
A lovely physique,
your head must be swollen,
but don't let it be,
cause these virtues aren't yours,
they belong to me.
ADONIS INC. copyright 1976
Dear Bags,
I cannot live without you. I
ne~d you desperately. I wilt
contact you soon. Yours ferver·
ently,
A Secret Admirer

Promises, promises ... what for? I
like you. I care about you. Was I
foolish to tell you? What about
you? Do you care? What do you
want? I know what I want, but
I'm only dreaming. Maybe I'll
keep my promises, when I get
answers. But, please, don't laugh.
Not at me. How about with me?

Red,

PRINT
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Foothall Eagles
~~~d~,;'",·i"SWinnp Ill. College
by Gary Staniec
Northeastern
Football
Eagles swamped Illinois College 48-21 in their last home
game of the season . Th e
Golden Eagles fo und the
magic touch t hat had been
missing all season . They
scored more points this week
than t hey have for the three
previous games.
UNI opened the scoring in
the first quarter. Freshman
Art Johnson carried it over on
a 24 yard run. Dave Rutkowski added the extra point to
make it 7-0. Illinois College,
w.b !ilft § &=f re,eer~ going
into the game wasted no time
on a score of their own to make
it 7-6. The routine extra point
was blocked by Bemis Lester
to give us a one point edge.
UNI scored its second
touchdown thanks to a pass
interference call that gave
Northeastern the ball at the IC
two yard line. Art Johnson did
the honors to make it 13-6.
IC got t he ball on the
kickoff but couldn't penetrate
Nort heastern's defense. They
were forced t o throw the ball
on a third down and passing
situation. Defensive Back Pete
Fosco picked it off and romped .
44 yards for a touchdown.
Rutkowski added the extra
point to make it 20-6.
It looked like a UNI romp
was in the making. Illinois
college didn't . think so · and
preceeded to sc9re two quick
touchdowns before the half
time horn. This gave us a slim

21-20 lead.
The second half started with
UNI driving the length of the
field to the IC one yard line. A
fourth down situation saw a
broken play by Northeastern
and no gain, We handed the
ball to IC offense at their own
one yard line.
Illinois College ran left on
t he next play. Defensive tackle
J ohn Mola forced a fumble
whic4 was picked up in t he end
zone by Paul Allibone for a
touchdown. Rutkowski kicked
the extra point and the score
was now 27-20.
Northeastern was on fire.
Bemis Lester forced an IC
fumble which was recovered by
Allibone. Reserve quarterback
Gus Kontos unloaded a 45
yard pass to Jeff Johnson for
anot her score. Rutkowski ' s
extra point made it 34-21.
Norhteastern wasn't about
to s t op . Cornerback Mike
Donatucci intercepted and returned it in seven yards. On
the next play it was Kontos
again on a bomb to Johnson
for another touchdown making
the score 41-21.
IC's only threat came on a
long pass to their wide receiver
but Bill Pretzer snatched it in
the endzone for the interception.
N ortheas,tern finished the
afternoon with some fine
passes. It ended with a Kontos
50 yard pass to tight end Jim
O'Keefe. Rutkowski added his
sixth extra point for the final
48-21 score.

The win had to be one of the
best since UNI has been in the
National Assodation of Intercollegiate Athletics.
The defense was super .
Bemis Les ter was ' credited
with 24 tackles. Danny Cocco
contributed 18 and J im Laduzinsky had 17 tackles. John
Mola received 14 and Mike
Rogers had 13 tackles.
Tomorrow is the last game
of the s eason. We 'll play
Illinois Benedictine in · Lisle.
It's only about 30 miles away
and I have a feeling that UNI
will again be a winner.
· Another reason to attend
will be because it's the last
chance to see some of the ·
seniors that have really held
the program together for the
past couple of years. I'd like to
mention the names of these
seniors , but that' s all I'll
mention, because anyone inv olved in UNI sports will
know not only what these
players have done for the team
and school but also what these
players have done fo~ all of
their friends the past four
years.
They are : Middle Guard
BEMIS LESTER, Fullback,
JOHN MANCHESTER,
Quarterback, GUS KONTOS,
Defensive Back, PETE FOSCO, Wide Receiver, JEFF
JOHNSON, Fullback, JOE
SORGANI, Tight End, JEFF
MORTENSON, _Kicker, DAVE
RUTKOWSKI.
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Action abounds as Eagles score impressive victory. [Photo by
Ann Holda]

Alumni face varsity
in annual B-ball
by John Stepal
If you 've been near t1?-e gym
t he last two weeks, you've
probably seen signs concerning
the beer bash tomorrow night.
For those or you who haven't,
it starts at 8:00 and takes
place in Alumni Hall. However, I'm not going to try to
convince you to go, instead; I
want to tell you about the
annual varsity - alumni
game, which starts at 7:30 and
promises to be a game you
won't want to miss.
This game marks the debut
of Doug De Vincent as varsity
coach, as well as the return of
former varsity coach " Spin"
Salatio, who will be coaching
the alumni. It should be noted
that the alumni has never won
this game. -It should also be
noted that the alumni has
never come close to winning
this game. However, if you're
an alµmni fan, don't despair,
for they •have the makings of a
very solid team , and are
prepared to give the varsity a
competitive game.
Leading the way for the
alumni will be Gary Staniec,
who is the eleventh leading
scorer in Illinois history. Gary
- has a deadly long jump shot; ·
· When he's hot, .i t's "rip city."
The other forwards are Steve
Kidd, who was sensational last
year and can also play guard
or center; Marty O'Gradney,
the leading rebounder in UNI
history, and one of the best
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" sixth men" you'll. ever want
to see in Wallace Williams.
Manning the guard posi- ,
tions will be Danny Crawford,
who is the present junior
varsity coach. Danny is probably the best guard to ever put
on an Eagle uniform, and was
named all-conference t wice ·
during his varsity career. His
backcourt teammates include
Jimmy DiMatteo, who also
made all-conference while
wearing the gold and brown,
Tom Coticchio, an intelligent
ballhandler and playmaker,
and Johnny Melendez, who
was called "Mr. Spark" during
his playing days because of his
quickness and aggressive play.
Where the game will probably be decided, howe\'er, is at
center, where Tyrone Rutues,
who will most likely be
Northeastern's leading scorer
and rebounder this year, will
face Jimmy Williams, a fine
rebounder , and John Stelling,
who is remembered for his
hook shot. If the latter two
could somehow limit Rutues'
productivity, the alumni could
give the varsity a run for their
money.
It'll be worth missing the
first hour and a half of the beer
bash in order to see this game.
The Eagles have always played
exciting basketball and this
year should prove to be no
exception. So come to the
game, and don't worry, the
beer won't run out. (I hope)
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